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GEEWA DRAFTS EASTERN EUROPEAN GAMES INDUSTRY HEAVYWEIGHTS
FOR ITS TEAM

Prague, 29th October 2012
Geewa continues to enlist big name games industry professionals, with
Martin Strnad and Jakub Schimer joining to spearhead new projects. Over
50 professionals from 10 countries now develop cutting edge online
multiplayer games at Geewa.
Geewa recently managed to hire substantial new members for its team, who bring priceless
experience to the development of upcoming Geewa titles. The key role lies with the veteran
games industry duo of Martin Strnad, Senior Game Designer and Jakub Schimer, Lead Flash
Developer. They have gathered their unique mixture of experience at games studios of
various size and alignment, ranging from local projects up to the branch of Disney Mobile.
Martin Strnad and Jakub Schimer will join Geewa in November 2012.
Jakub Schimer will focus on upcoming Geewa titles, while Martin Strnad will lend his game
design expertise to improvement and updates of published titles, mainly Age of Defenders.
Jens Hilgers, Geewa CEO, said about the undergoing evolution of the company: “It is our
team and talent that are key to our success. Martin and Jakub are two of more then 15 hires
from over five different countries in the last three months and we are still on the search for
more motivated and smart game enthusiasts from all over the world to join our kick-ass
team!”
It is not only the Games Development unit that is getting a significant boost as Miroslav
Cerveny joins Geewa in the position of Senior Data Analyst. Miroslav comes straight from
eBay carrying senior expertise in data mining, modelling and analysis. Miroslav is one of two
people forming the new Business Intelligence unit at Geewa.
The Geewa team is not only comprised of outstanding professionals, it is also remarkably
diverse with the current country roster being as such: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany,
Great Britain, Poland, Russia, Romania, Hungary, Greece and Mexico.

###
GEEWA

Geewa is a leading global developer and publisher of casual competitive multiplayer games. Geewa games
connect players around the globe in realtime and across multiple platforms. Currently, Geewa serves over 10
million players globally through its games and portals every month. Geewa employs over 50 professionals of
10 nationalities in its Prague, Brno and Berlin offices.
Find more information at http://corporate.geewa.com
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